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With our Oracle Licensing on AWS – Same Day Consult offer, 
we work with you to provide a quick and easy approach to 
understanding Oracle licensing considerations relative to 
AWS deployment options.

3. Proprietary Hosting Licensing
Explore the intricacies of hosting SaaS solutions based on 
Oracle databases in AWS.

Topics include: application architecture, Oracle product 
licensing, and proprietary application hosting rights.

4. Database Cost Anticipation
Enterprises moving existing Oracle database solutions to 
AWS often need to know how to calculate the costs of the 
migrated platform.  
 
This same-day consultation focuses on best practice 
methods for modeling both AWS resource and Oracle  
licensing costs.

5. Oracle Audit Overview
Oracle customers often feel nervous about the prospect of 
being audited by Oracle.  
 
This workshop gives a high-level overview of the audit  
process and discusses House of Brick best practices for  
being fully prepared and compliant.

6. Alternative Database Services
One of the best ways to save on expensive Oracle licensing 
costs is to move suitable workloads out of Oracle databases 
and into open source engines.  
 
This same-day consultation focuses on the tools and options 
enterprises can use to migrate off of an Oracle database.

7. Efficient Database Migrations
Cloud migrations can be challenging for Oracle database 
workloads, so this workshop explores options for migrating 
in a manner that is both technically efficient and license
compliant.
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ORACLE LICENSING ON AWS

ORACLE LICENSING - SAME DAY CONSULT
 
The Oracle Licensing on AWS - Same Day Consult offers 
organizations a quick and easy approach to understanding 
Oracle licensing considerations relative to AWS deployment 
options. This short consultation focuses on a single,  
selected topic from a provided list of the most common  
concerns when running Oracle on AWS. The high level  
Oracle on AWS recommendations provided offer simple 
next steps for moving forward in a cost optimal and audit  
defensible manner.

The Same Day Consult includes the following sessions:

TOPICS AVAILABLE

1. Unlimited License Amendment (ULA) Usage in AWS
Explore options for using an Oracle Unlimited License 
Amendment (ULA) in AWS.  
 
Topics include: ULA terms, ULA certification, and covered 
versus non-covered products in the ULA.

2. Oracle Cloud Policy Licensing
Discuss ways to migrate existing processor or Named User 
Plus licenses to Amazon RDS or EC2.
 
Topics include: Oracle’s cloud licensing rules, licensing  
considerations during migration, and excluded products.

• Introductory Session - overview of consult  
objectives, Oracle licensing and selected topic 

• Consulting Session – focused review, discussion 
and Q&A of selected topic 

• Summary Session – consult wrap-up and mutual 
observations
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